A system for electron therapy dosimetry surveys with thermoluminescence dosimeters.
Radiation-therapy dosimetry surveys employing thermoluminescence dosimeters (TLDs) are now being considered for high-energy electron beams. Using a system of individually calibrated pressed LiF TLDs in a water and a polystyrene phantom, we established that the distortions of depth-dose distributions in non-conducting materials previously observed at high absorbed doses and high dose rates were not detectable in the present geometry at doses and dose rates as much as 40 times higher than those employed in radiation therapy. The system was then used to measure TLD response in water and in polystyrene in the nominal electron-energy range from 7 to 18 MeV. In the water phantom, the well-known trend for TLD response to decrease with increasing electron energy was observed. In the polystyrene phantom, TLD response was found to be independent of electron energy.